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In this New York Times bestseller that inspired the critically acclaimed Starz
miniseries The White Queen, Philippa Gregory tells the tale of Anne Neville, a
beautiful young woman who must navigate the treachery of the English court as
her father, known as the Kingmaker, uses her and her sister as pawns in his
political game. The Kingmaker’s Daughter—Philippa Gregory’s first sister story
since The Other Boleyn Girl—is the gripping tale of the daughters of the man
known as the Kingmaker, Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick: the most powerful
magnate in fifteenth-century England. Without a son and heir, he uses his
daughters, Anne and Isabel, as pawns in his political games, and they grow up to
be influential players in their own right. At the court of Edward IV and his beautiful
queen, Elizabeth Woodville, Anne grows from a delightful child to become ever
more fearful and desperate when her father makes war on his former friends.
Married at age fourteen, she is soon left widowed and fatherless, her mother in
sanctuary and her sister married to the enemy. Anne manages her own escape
by marrying Richard, Duke of Gloucester, but her choice will set her on a collision
course with the overwhelming power of the royal family.
The Last Days of Richard III contains a new and uniquely detailed exploration of
Richard’s last 150 days. By deliberately avoiding the hindsight knowledge that
he will lose the Battle of Bosworth Field, we discover a new Richard: no passive
victim, awaiting defeat and death, but a king actively pursuing his own agenda. It
also re-examines the aftermath of Bosworth: the treatment of Richard’s body; his
burial; and the construction of his tomb. And there is the fascinating story of why,
and how, Richard III’s family tree was traced until a relative was found, alive and
well, in Canada. Now, with the discovery of Richard’s skeleton at the Greyfrairs
Priory in Leicester, England, John Ashdown-Hill explains how his book inspired
the dig and completes Richard III’s fascinating story, giving details of how
Richard died, and how the DNA link to a living relative of the king allowed the
royal body to be identified.
After sales of over 10,000 for the print editions, Annette Carson’s acclaimed
revisionist analysis of Richard III’s reign goes digital. Carson was a founding
member of ‘Looking For Richard’, the project that identified the site of his grave
and arranged its excavation. She had already flagged up its probable location in
this book’s first edition in 2008 – described by project leader Philippa Langley as
‘the first book I had read to make this claim.’ In fact The Maligned King was the
first widely read book to discuss a host of little-known aspects of Richard’s life
and times, unafraid to raise controversial questions and investigate areas where
conventional historians fear to tread. Carson brought to general knowledge a
frank analysis of witchcraft in England; the story (and full-colour portrait) of
Richard’s second queen-to-be; the argument that his nephews, the princes
commonly held to have met their death in the Tower, were more likely to have
been sent abroad; and THE most comprehensive in-depth examination of facts
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known about the Westminster bones commonly thought to be theirs. Carson
continues to work on new Ricardian research, so this edition is updated with new
insights readers will not find elsewhere.
Acclaimed author Annette Carson continues her Richard III studies by
concentrating on his brief protectorate while he was still Duke of Gloucester.
The book sets out to present the facts and contradictions of neuroblastoma.
Tumors of neuroblastoma group are heterogeneous and their genomic/molecular
properties are intimately associated with the prognosis of patients; certain
children enjoy a distinguished clinical course post the surgery/biopsy alone, and
others face a catastrophic result even after a thorough treatment. Latest
advancement has also began unveiling crucial importance of cross-talking
between neuroblastoma cells and their microenvironment in predicting clinical
behaviors of individual cases. The biological and clinical characteristics of this
disease are presented in this book by renowned investigators.
Described as 'greedy and grasping, and raised from nothing', the Woodviles have
had a bad press. 'Brought Up of Nought' investigates the family origins, explains
the rise and fall of the senior branch, and how the junior branch rose to the
highest levels of court society after struggling to establish itself in
Northamptonshire. The family originally rose to the status of 'baron', but lost land
over time as it descended to the gentry; however, the medieval wheel of fortune
was to turn dramatically in favour of the junior branch in Northamptonshire. Early
in the 15th century, Richard, the son of Richard Woodvile Esq., was placed in the
service of John Duke of Bedford at his court in Rouen, which resulted in his
secret marriage to the duke's young widow Jacquetta. In 1464, their daughter
Elizabeth made an extraordinary marriage to Edward IV, which attracted great
criticism, resulting in a period of slander that continues to this day. This book
argues that the Woodvile's blackened reputation was the result of a campaign by
Richard, Earl of Warwick who was jealous and eager to retrieve his position as
'kingmaker'.
Richard III and Henry Tudor's legendary battle: one that changed the course of
English history. On the morning of 22 August 1485, in fields several miles from
Bosworth, two armies faced each other, ready for battle. The might of Richard
III's army was pitted against the inferior forces of the upstart pretender to the
crown, Henry Tudor, a 28-year-old Welshman who had just arrived back on
British soil after 14 years in exile. Yet this was to be a fight to the death - only one
man could survive; only one could claim the throne. It would become one of the
most legendary battles in English history: the only successful invasion since
Hastings, it was the last time a king died on the battlefield. But BOSWORTH is
much more than the account of the dramatic events of that fateful day in August.
It is a tale of brutal feuds and deadly civil wars, and the remarkable rise of the
Tudor family from obscure Welsh gentry to the throne of England - a story that
began 60 years earlier with Owen Tudor's affair with Henry V's widow, Katherine
of Valois. Drawing on eyewitness reports, newly discovered manuscripts and the
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latest archaeological evidence, Chris Skidmore vividly recreates this battlescarred world in an epic saga of treachery and ruthlessness, death and deception
and the birth of the Tudor dynasty.
Richard Neville, de graaf van Warwick en de machtigste edelman in het
Engeland van de vijftiende eeuw, staat bekend als ‘de koningenmaker’. Bij
gebrek aan zoons om hem op te volgen, gebruikt hij zijn dochters Anne en Isabel
als pionnen in zijn politieke spelletjes. Anne, een vrolijk kind, wordt naarmate ze
opgroeit steeds somberder omdat haar vader voortdurend oorlogen voert. Door
een huwelijk – op haar veertiende – komt ze aan het hof van Edward IV en zijn
knappe koningin, Elizabeth Woodville. Maar als zowel haar echtgenoot als haar
vader sterft, haar moeder het klooster in gaat en haar zus Isabel wordt
uitgehuwelijkt aan de vijand, voelt ze zich er niet langer welkom. Anne slaagt erin
te ontsnappen door te hertrouwen met Richard, hertog van Gloucester. Maar met
die keuze jaagt ze de oppermachtige koninklijke familie tegen zich in het harnas.
Ze wordt al snel omringd door spionnen, gif en vervloekingen... Is er iemand die
ze kan vertrouwen?
A personal and lyrical rediscovery of the history of England through archaeology
and the imagination. History thrives on stories. TIME'S ANVIL explores
archaeology's influence on what such stories say, how they are told, who tells
them and how we listen. In a dazzlingly wide-ranging exploration, Richard Morris
casts fresh light on three quarters of a million years of history in the place we now
think of as England. Drawing upon genres that are usually pursued in isolation like biography, poetry, or physics - he finds potent links between things we might
imagine to be unrelated. His subjects range from humanity's roots to the
destruction of the wildwood, from the first farmers to industrialization, and from
Tudor drama to 20th-century conflict. Each topic sits at a different point along the
continuum between epoch and the fleeting moment. In part, this is a history of
archaeology; in part, too, it is a personal account of the author's history in
archaeology. But mainly it is about how the past is read, and about what we bring
to the reading as well as what we find. The result is a book that defies
categorisation, but one which will by turns surprise, enthrall and provoke anyone
who cares for England, who we are and where we have come from. TIME'S
ANVIL was longlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize for Non-Fiction 2013.
In 1461 Edward earl of March, an able, handsome, and charming eighteen-year
old, usurped the English throne from his feeble Lancastrian predecessor Henry
VI. Ten years on, following outbreaks of civil conflict that culminated in him
losing, then regaining the crown, he had finally secured his kingdom. The years
that followed witnessed a period of rule that has been described as a golden age:
a time of peace and economic and industrial expansion, which saw the
establishment of a style of monarchy that the Tudors would later develop. Yet,
argues A. J. Pollard, Edward, who was drawn to a life of sexual and epicurean
excess, was a man of limited vision, his reign remaining to the very end the
narrow rule of a victorious faction in civil war. Ultimately, his failure was dynastic:
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barely two months after his death in April 1483, the throne was usurped by
Edward's youngest brother, Richard III.
The first full-length book about the discovery of Richard III's remains, by the
person who led the archaeology team and the historian whose book spurred her
on The mystery of who Richard III really was has fascinated historians, readers
and audiences familiar with Shakespeare's dastardly portrait of a hunchback
monster of royalty for centuries. In 2012, the remains of a man with a curving
spine, who possibly was killed in battle, were discovered underneath the paving
of a parking lot in Leicester, England. Phillipa Langley, head of the Richard III
Society, spurred on by the work of the historian Michael Jones, led the team of
archaeologists who uncovered the remains, certain that she had found the bones
of the monarch. When DNA verification later confirmed that the skeleton was,
indeed, that of King Richard III, the discovery ranked among the great stories of
passionate intuition and perseverance against the odds. The news was widely
reported by the British and worldwide, and was front-page news for both The
New York Times and The Washington Post. Many believe that now, with King
Richard III's skeleton in hand, historians will finally begin to understand what
happened to him following the Battle of Bosworth Field (twenty miles or so from
Leicester) and, ultimately, to know whether he was the hateful, unscrupulous
monarch of Shakespeare's drama or a much more benevolent king interested in
the common man. Written in alternating chapters, with Richard's 15th century life
told by historian Michael Jones (author of the critically acclaimed Bosworth 1485) contrasting with the 21st century eyewitness account of the search and
discovery of the body by Philippa Langley, The King's Grave is an extraordinary
portrait of the last Plantagenet monarch and the inspiring story of the
archaeological dig that finally brought the real King Richard III into the light of
day.
In 1464, the most eligible bachelor in England, Edward IV, stunned the nation by
revealing his secret marriage to Elizabeth Woodville, a beautiful, impoverished
widow whose father and brother Edward himself had once ridiculed as upstarts.
Edward’s controversial match brought his queen’s large family to court and into
the thick of the Wars of the Roses. This is the story of the family whose fates
would be inextricably intertwined with the fall of the Plantagenets and the rise of
the Tudors: Richard, the squire whose marriage to a duchess would one day cost
him his head; Jacquetta, mother to the queen and accused witch; Elizabeth, the
commoner whose royal destiny would cost her three of her sons; Anthony, the
scholar and jouster who was one of Richard III’s first victims; and Edward,
whose military exploits would win him the admiration of Ferdinand and Isabella.
The three Richards who ruled England in the Middle Ages were among the most
controversial and celebrated of its rulers. Richard I ('Coeur de Lion', 1189-99)
was a great crusading hero; Richard II (1377-99) was an authoritarian aesthete
deposed by his cousin, Henry IV, and murdered; while Richard III (1483-85), as
the murderer of his nephews, 'The Princes in the Tower', was the most notorious
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villain in English history. This highly readable joint biography shows how much
the three kings had in common, apart from their names. All were younger sons of
monarchs, not expected to come to the throne; all failed to leave a legitimate heir,
causing instability on their deaths; all were cultured and pious; and all died
violently. All have attracted accusations but also fascination. In comparing them,
Nigel Saul tells three gripping stories and shows what it took to be a medieval
king.
The Historical Dictionary of the British Monarchy provides a chronology starting
with the year 495 and continuing to the present day, an introductory essay, an
extensive bibliography, and over 600 cross-referenced dictionary entries on
significant persons, places, events, institutions, and other aspects of British
culture, society, economy, and politics. This book is a must for anyone interested
in the British monarchy.
Now with a new chapter. The official inside story of the life, death and remarkable
discovery of history's most controversial monarch. On 22 August 1485 Richard III
was killed at Bosworth Field, the last king of England to die in battle. His
victorious opponent, Henry Tudor (the future Henry VII), went on to found one of
our most famous ruling dynasties. Richard's body was displayed in undignified
fashion for two days in nearby Leicester and then hurriedly buried in the church
of the Greyfriars. Fifty years later, at the time of the dissolution of the
monasteries, the king's grave was lost - its contents believed to be emptied into
the river Soar and Richard III's reputation buried under a mound of Tudor
propaganda. Its culmination was Shakespeare's compelling portrayal of a
deformed and murderous villain, written over a hundred years after Richard's
death. Now - in an incredible find - Richard III's remains have been uncovered
beneath a car park in Leicester. The King's Grave traces this remarkable journey.
In alternate chapters, Philippa Langley, whose years of research and belief that
she would find Richard in this exact spot inspired the project, reveals the inside
story of the search for the king's grave, and historian Michael Jones tells of
Richard's fifteenth-century life and death. The result is a compelling portrayal of
one of our greatest archaeological discoveries, allowing a complete re-evaluation
of our most controversial monarch - one that discards the distortions of later
Tudor histories and puts the man firmly back into the context of his times.
The book provides an overview and discusses some of the unanswered
questions at the forefront of research inathe molecular biology of brain tumor. As
the escalating interest in the molecular biology has led to the development of new
therapeutic methods fo"
With its impressive breadth of coverage – both geographically and chronologically – the
International Encyclopedia of Military History is the most up-to-date and inclusive A-Z
resource on military history. From uniforms and military insignia worn by combatants to
the brilliant military leaders and tacticians who commanded them, the campaigns and
wars to the weapons and equipment used in them, this international and multi-cultural
two-volume set is an accessible resource combining the latest scholarship in the field
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with a world perspective on military history.
Adapted for the STARZ original series, The White Princess. Love to the Death. When
Henry Tudor picks up the crown of England from the mud of Bosworth field, he knows
he must marry the princess of the enemy house—Elizabeth of York—to unify a country
divided by war for more than three decades. But his bride is still in love with his dead
enemy, and her mother and half of England remain loyal to her brother, the missing
York heir. Henry’s greatest fear is that somewhere a prince is waiting to reclaim the
throne. When a young man who would be king invades England, Elizabeth has to
choose between the new husband she is coming to love and the boy who claims to be
her lost brother: the rose of York come home at last. “A bloody irresistible read.”
—People “Bring on the blood, sex, and tears!...You name it, it’s all here.” —USA TODAY
Definitive account of the English garrison at Calais - the largest contemporary force in
Europe - in the wider context of European warfare in the middle ages.
THE REAL GAME OF THRONES... The Wars of the Roses were a prolonged brawl
over an inheritance by a deeply dysfunctional extended family. The inheritance in
question was the throne of England; the story is one of unbridled ambition and
murderous treachery. From the 1450s, when the mentally unstable Henry VI struggled
to control the violent feuding of his magnates, through the rise and fall of Richard of
York, to the chaos and bloodshed of the 1470s which followed Edward IV's accession
and his secret marriage to Elizabeth Woodville, this is a saga of ambition, intrigue and
bloodshed. Charting a clear course through the dynastic and factional minefield of the
era, and offering an authoritative analysis of the battles that ensued, Hugh Bicheno's
The Wars of the Roses is a compelling one-volume account of England longest and
bloodiest civil war.
The Wars of the Roses came to a bloody climax at the Battle of Bosworth on 22 August
1485. In a few hours, on a stretch of otherwise unremarkable fields in Leicestershire,
Richard III, Henry Tudor and their Yorkist and Lancastrian supporters clashed. This
decisive moment in English history ought to be clearly recorded and understood, yet
controversy has confused our understanding of where and how the battle was fought.
That is why Richard Mackinder’s highly illustrated and personal account of the search
for evidence of the battle is such absorbing reading. He shows how archaeological
evidence, discovered by painstaking work on the ground, has put this historic battle into
the modern landscape. Using the results of the latest research, he takes the reader
through each phase of the battle, from the camp sites of the opposing armies on the
night before, through the movements of thousands of men across the battlefield during
the fight and the major individual episodes such as the death of the Duke of Norfolk, the
intervention of Lord Stanley and the death of Richard III. At each stage he recounts
what happened, where it happened and what physical evidence has survived. A vivid
impression of the battle emerges from his narrative which is closely linked to the
landscape that was fought over on that fateful day.
Bosworth Field saw the two great dynasties of the day clash on the battlefield: the
reigning House of York, led by Richard III, against the rising House of Tudor, led Henry
Tudor, soon to become Henry VII. On 22 August 1485 this penultimate battle in the
Wars of the Roses was fought with the might of the Lancastrian army ranged against
the Yorkists. This book describes how these two great armies came to meet on the
battlefield and how the tactics employed by the Yorkists eventually led to their defeat
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and the death of King Richard III. Through quotes and maps the text explores the
unfolding action of the battle and puts the reader on the frontline. If you truly want to
understand what happened and why – read Battle Story.
The Queen's Body Guard of the Yeomen of the Guard is the world's oldest surviving
royal bodyguard, having been founded by Henry VII in 1485. Today it is purely a
ceremonial body, but in the past it was a true bodyguard and the nucleus of a fighting
force at a time when England had no standing army. Nevertheless, even in its early
years, its ceremonial role was also of great importance, supplying a richly arrayed
retinue to enhance the King's status. Anita Hewerdine here provides the first
comprehensive study of the early years of the Yeomen of the Guard during the reigns
of Henry VII and Henry VIII, examining the variety of roles performed by the Guard,
both within and outside the Court, as well as detailing the apparel worn by the yeomen
and the weaponry with which they were equipped. Hewerdine's book is the result of
intensive research, using numerous unpublished documents, as well as a variety of
printed sources not readily accessible to the general public. It will be essential reading
for researchers of Early Modern Military History and sheds light on a previously
overlooked aspect of the Tudor Court.
John Howard, baron Howard and first duke of Norfolk, was one of the most important
men of the Yorkist period. He was a consistently loyal supporter of the Yorkist dynasty
from the late 1450s until his death at Bosworth in 1485. He was an indefatigable royal
servant, active in the military field, as an agent of the Crown at home in East Anglia, as
a councillor at Westminster and as an ambassador who became England's leading
envoy to France. And yet there were other men of the period, equally significant in their
careers, for whom no biographies have been forthcoming. To the question - why write a
biography of John Howard? one answer must be - because we can. With the
exceptions of the kings he served, no other man of the fifteenth-century peerage has
left us so much in the way of evidence of his day-to-day life, not only of his royal service
but his domestic concerns. Information about other men of his time depends largely on
well-documented political or administrative action; very little information is available on
their private lives. The same is not true of Howard. The unparalleled records that he left
behind are four volumes of household memoranda covering the periods 1462 -1471
and 1481-1483.The memoranda were a daily record of the money received and
dispersed by Howard himself, his family and senior household members. The lack of
distinction between business and domestic concerns and the great range of subjects,
from payments for ships to laces for his wife's gowns, are what make them so
illuminating. Taken together, these surviving records illustrate almost every aspect of
his life and bring him alive: talented, efficient, ambitious and not above some
dishonourable dealings, short-tempered, paternalistic and loyal.
Children learn to talk through interaction including involvement in many thousands of
conversations with adults and other children. These conversations provide the
framework for exploring relationships, understanding the world, and learning – in its
widest sense. This book explores how children learn to communicate using language,
how they use language to learn and the role of adults in the process. It examines how
adults can support children to learn by involving them in positive interactions,
meaningful conversation and by helping them play, explore and talk with each other.
The book includes: examples of children and adults talking and learning together case
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studies of successful approaches that support language and learning in early years
settings points for reflection and practical tasks Informed by the author’s own
experience working with young children, families and practitioners, and from his
involvement in the England-wide Every Child a Talker (ECaT) project, it links key
research findings with successful practice to inspire practitioners to develop skills when
talking with children, influence how adults plan for talk in settings and gain insight into
how language develops in the home.
A study of prophetic traditions in early modern England, their influence and popularity.
THE REAL GAME OF THRONES CONTINUES... Blood Royal is the second volume of
a magisterial new interpretation of the savage struggle for supreme power between and
within the Plantagenet houses of Lancaster and York from 1450 until 1485. It is a story
of closely interwoven families riven by ambition, hatred and treachery, told in chapters
narrating the points of view of the key players in England’s longest and bloodiest civil
war. Battle Royal ended with the Lancastrian cause crushed and the Yorkist usurper
Edward IV firmly established on the throne. Blood Royal details the renewed and
chronic instability sparked by Edward’s humiliation of Duchess Cecily, his imperious
mother, and her nephew the Neville double earl known to history as ‘Warwick the
Kingmaker’, by secretly marrying the beautiful commoner Elizabeth Woodville. In her
fury Duchess Cecily tells her sons George of Clarence and Richard of Gloucester that
Edward, who is totally unlike them, is the product of her adultery and not their father’s
heir. Edward’s brief overthrow in 1470-71, the execution of Clarence in 1478 and the
usurpation and murder of Edward’s young sons by Richard of Gloucester in 1483 all
followed from that poisonous revelation. Readers may judge that the 331-year-old
Plantagenet dynasty came to a fitting end with the death of Richard on Bosworth Field
in 1485, to be replaced by the Tudors and a vigorous new era in English history.
A new assessment of the battle for the English throne: “All readers interested in late
medieval history will appreciate this” (Library Journal). The Wars of the Roses
(1455–85) were a major turning point in English history. But the underlying causes for
the successive upheavals have been hotly contested by historians ever since. In this
original and stimulating new synthesis, distinguished historian Michael Hicks examines
the difficult economic, military, and financial crises and explains, for the first time, the
real reasons why the conflicts between the House of Lancaster and the House of York
began, why they kept recurring, and why, eventually, they ceased. Alongside fresh
assessments of key personalities, Hicks sheds new light on the significance of the
involvement of the people in politics, the intervention of foreign powers in English
affairs, and a fifteenth-century credit crunch. Combining a meticulous dissection of
competing dynamics with a clear account of the course of events, this is a definitive and
indispensable history of a compelling, complex period.
Their task was to locate a lost grave in an obliterated church. The ‘Looking For
Richard’ team of historians and researchers spent many years amassing evidence.
Now for the first time they reveal the full story of how that evidence took them to a car
park in Leicester.
Bosworth stands alongside Naseby and Hastings as one of the three most iconic
battles ever fought on English soil. The action on 22 August 1485 brought to an end the
dynastic struggle known as the Wars of the Roses and heralded the dawn of the Tudor
dynasty. However, Bosworth was also the most famous lost battlefield in England.
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Between 2005 and 2010, the techniques of battlefield archaeology were used in a
major research programme to locate the site. Bosworth 1485: a battlefield rediscovered
is the result. Using data from historical documents, landscape archaeology, metal
detecting survey, ballistics and scientific analysis, the volume explores each aspect of
the investigation _ from the size of the armies, their weaponry, and the battlefield terrain
to exciting new evidence of the early use of artillery _ in order to identify where and how
the fighting took place. Bosworth 1485 provides a fascinating and intricately researched
new perspective on the event which, perhaps more than any other, marked the
transition between medieval and early modern England.
Wife to Richard, Duke of York, mother to Edward IV and Richard III, and aunt to the
famous Kingmaker, Richard, Earl of Warwick, Cecily Neville was a key player on the
political stage of fifteenth-century Britain England.Mythologically rumoured to have
been known as the Rose of Raby because of her beauty and her birth at Raby Castle,
and as Proud Cis because of her vanity and fiery temper, Cecilys personality and
temperament have actually been highly speculated upon. In fact, much of her life is
shrouded in mystery. Putting aside Cecilys role as mother and wife, who was she
really?Matriarch of the York dynasty, she navigated through a tumultuous period and
lived to see the birth of the future Henry VIII. From seeing the house of York defeat their
Lancastrian cousins; to witnessing the defeat of her own son, Richard III, at the battle of
Bosworth, Cecily then saw one of her granddaughters become Henry VIIs queen
consort.Her story is full of controversy and the few published books on her life are full of
guess-work. In this highly original history, Dr John Ashdown-Hill seeks to dispel the
myths surrounding Cecily using previously unexamined contemporary sources.
"The definitive biography and assessment of the wily and formidable prince who
unexpectedly became monarch-the most infamous king in British history. The reign of
Richard III, the last Yorkist king and the final monarch of the Plantagenet dynasty,
marked a turning point in British history. But despite his lasting legacy, Richard only
ruled as king for the final two years of his life. While much attention has been given to
his short reign, Michael Hicks explores the whole of Richard's fascinating life and traces
the unfolding of his character and career from his early years as the son of a duke to
his violent death at the battle of Bosworth. Hicks explores how Richard-villainized for
his imprisonment and probable killing of the princes-applied his experience to overcome
numerous setbacks and adversaries. Richard proves a complex, conflicted individual
whose Machiavellian tact and strategic foresight won him a kingdom. He was a
reformer who planned big changes, but lost the opportunity to fulfill them and to retain
his crown."--Provided by publisher.
In the past few years anxiety and depression has become a typical condition to hear about. It
has become common to hear that an individual is suffering from depression and anxiety. While
many individuals have some kind of experience with this type of condition, it happens to be the
solution for the condition that many people have become alarmed about. The most important
thing for individuals to do if they are suffering from depression or anxiety is to realize and
recognize what happened to change their lives. If an individual closely take a look at their daily
activities, their environment, surroundings and typical stressors, that individual can eventually
notice the change. Many times it is difficult to recognize these changes on their own and could
require help. When those changes have been recognized it becomes necessary to either
manage it or separate from it. Often times there isn't a way to fully extract yourself from the
issue or the situation however, it becomes causative over the modification by managing what
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has became an issue. Besides recognizing the change or modification that took place prior to
the depression it is recommended to recognize that to be able to gain control over the
situation, an individual has to be willing to accept responsibility for the things that appear to be
happening to them.
In 1485 the Battle of Bosworth marked an epoch in the lives of two great houses: the house of
York fell to the ground when Richard III died on the field of battle; and the house of Tudor rose
from the massacre to reign for the next hundred years. Michael Jones co-author of The King's
Grave: The Search for Richard III rewrites this landmark event in English history. He shifts our
perspective of its heroes and villains and puts Richard firmly back into the context of his family
and his times.
The battle of Bosworth was the culmination of the War of the Roses, the dynastic struggle
between the houses of York and Lancaster that dominated England in the second half of the
15th century. Edward IV had secured the throne for the house of York, but his early death in
1483, followed by the death of his sons and the taking of the throne by his brother, Richard of
York, saw a renewed outbreak of fighting. His reign began with a major rebellion and was
dogged by rumours of his involvement in murder, with Richard facing threats not only from the
lords he alienated but also the Lancastrian faction waiting in the wings. Henry Tudor eventually
decided to take the huge risk of attempting to seize the throne and Richard's army marched to
meet him, finally clashing near Market Bosworth. Guiding the reader from the campaign's
origins to its aftermath, and covering the commanders and forces of King Richard III and Henry
Tudor, this is a complete treatment of one of the most important events in English history. The
story of Bosworth has been transformed in the 20th century as an extensive survey between
2005 and 2009 by the Battlefields Trust has pinpointed the location of the battlefield, for many
years a source of debate and controversy, and this new history is based on that interpretation.
It will also highlight the incredible discovery of Richard III's remains in Leicester, the study of
the bones and relate this to what was previously thought to have happened to him at the end of
the battle.
Richard III is England’s most controversial king. Forever associated with the murder of his
nephews, the Princes in the Tower, he divides the nation. As spectacular as his death at
Bosworth in August 1485 – the last king of England to die in battle – the astonishing discovery
of his bones under a Leicester car park five centuries later renewed interest in him and
reopened old debates. Is he the world’s most wicked uncle; or is he (in the words of the man
who most smeared him) ‘a prince more sinned against than sinning’? Richard was not born in
the North; neither did he die there, but this detailed look at his life, tracing his steps over the
thirty-three years that he lived, focuses on the area that he loved and made his own. As Lord of
the North, he had castles at Middleham and Sheriff Hutton, Penrith and Sandal. He fought the
Scots along the northern border and on their own territory. His son was born at Middleham and
was invested as Prince of Wales at York Minster, where Richard planned to set up a college of
100 priests. His white boar device can be found in obscure corners of churches and castles;
his laws, framed in the single parliament of his short reign, gave rights to the people who
served him and loved him north of the Trent. And when he felt threatened or outnumbered by
his enemies during the turbulent years of the Wars of the Roses, it was to the men of the North
that he turned for support and advice. They became his knights of the body; members of the
Council of the North which outlived Richard by a 150 years. They died with him at Bosworth.
Although we cannot divorce Richard from the violent politics of the day or from events that
happened far to the South, it was in the North that Richard’s heart lay. The North was his
home. It was the place he loved.
An "impeccably researched and beautifully written" biography of Lady Margaret Beaufort,
matriarch of the Tudor dynasty (Tracy Borman, author of The Private Lives of the Tudors and
Elizabeth's Women). In 1485, Henry VII became the first Tudor king of England. His victory
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owed much to his mother, Lady Margaret Beaufort. Over decades and across countries,
Margaret had schemed to install her son on the throne and end the War of the Roses.
Margaret's extraordinarily close relationship with Henry, coupled with her role in political and
ceremonial affairs, ensured that she was treated -- and behaved -- as a queen in all but name.
Against a lavish backdrop of pageantry and ambition, court intrigue and war, historian Nicola
Tallis illuminates how a dynamic, brilliant woman orchestrated the rise of the Tudors.
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